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Several investigations suggest that actual and mental actions trigger similar neural
substrates. Motor learning via physical practice results in long-term potentiation (LTP)-like
plasticity processes, namely potentiation of M1 and a temporary occlusion of additional
LTP-like plasticity. However, whether this neuroplasticity process contributes to improve
motor performance through mental practice remains to be determined. Here, we tested
skill learning-dependent changes in primary motor cortex (M1) excitability and plasticity
by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in subjects trained to physically
execute or mentally perform a sequence of finger opposition movements. Before and
after physical practice and motor-imagery practice, M1 excitability was evaluated by
measuring the input-output (IO) curve of motor evoked potentials. M1 LTP and long-
term depression (LTD)-like plasticity was assessed with paired-associative stimulation
(PAS) of the median nerve and motor cortex using an interstimulus interval of 25 ms
(PAS25) or 10 ms (PAS10), respectively. We found that even if after both practice
sessions subjects significantly improved their movement speed, M1 excitability and
plasticity were differentially influenced by the two practice sessions. First, we observed
an increase in the slope of IO curve after physical but not after MI practice. Second,
there was a reversal of the PAS25 effect from LTP-like plasticity to LTD-like plasticity
following physical and MI practice. Third, LTD-like plasticity (PAS10 protocol) increased
after physical practice, whilst it was occluded after MI practice. In conclusion, we
demonstrated that MI practice lead to the development of neuroplasticity, as it affected
the PAS25- and PAS10- induced plasticity in M1. These results, expanding the current
knowledge on how MI training shapes M1 plasticity, might have a potential impact in
rehabilitation.
Keywords: cortical plasticity, motor imagery, motor learning, long term potentiation, long term depression
Abbreviations: LTP, Long-term potentiation; LTD, Long-term depression; M1, primary motor cortex; IO, input-output; PAS,
paired associative stimulation; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; MEP, motor evoked potential; APB, abductor pollicis
brevis.
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Introduction
Practice is fundamental for the acquisition of motor skills.
Through repetition, movements are executed faster, accurately,
and effortlessly (Willingham, 1998). Animal studies showed
that motor learning leads to long-term potentiation (LTP)
in the primary motor cortex (M1) (Sanes and Donoghue,
2000). This learning-induced LTP temporary occludes further
potentiation, while enhancing long-term depression (LTD;
Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998, 2000, 2007; Monfils et al., 2004;
Hodgson et al., 2005). Non-invasive techniques in humans
also suggest that LTP-like plasticity is involved during motor
learning. Paired-associative stimulation (PAS), consisting of
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the M1 combined
with electrical stimulation of the median nerve, can be used
to measure LTP-like and LTD-like effects (Stefan et al., 2000;
Wolters et al., 2003). LTP-like effects are induced by an
interstimulus interval of 25 ms (PAS25), while LTD-like effects
by an interstimulus interval of 10 ms (PAS10). As in animals,
a period of motor learning reversed or occluded LTP-like
effects, whereas it either enhanced LTD-like effects or left them
unchanged (Ziemann et al., 2004; Stefan et al., 2006; Rosenkranz
et al., 2007).
Motor learning can occur by motor-imagery (MI) practice
(Gentili et al., 2006, 2010; Lotze and Halsband, 2006; Avanzino
et al., 2009); that is, by the internal simulation of a movement
without any motor output. Evidence supports the hypothesis
that internal forward models, which are neural processes that
mimic the causal flow of the physical process by predicting
the future sensorimotor state (e.g., position, velocity) given
the efferent copy of the motor command and the current
state, are involved in mental practice (Wolpert and Flanagan,
2001). Imagined and actual movements trigger similar motor
representations (Jeannerod and Decety, 1995; Gentili et al., 2004;
Gandrey et al., 2013) and share overlapping brain substrates
(Grèzes and Decety, 2001; Jeannerod, 2001; Lotze and Halsband,
2006; Filimon et al., 2007; Hanakawa et al., 2008). Recent
investigations have shown that motor imagery increases M1
excitability (Porro et al., 1996; Fadiga et al., 1998; Vargas et al.,
2004; Gueugneau et al., 2013) and that motor cortex is functional
relevant for motor learning by mental practice (Debarnot et al.,
2011; Pelgrims et al., 2011; Foerster et al., 2013). Indeed, it
has been demonstrated that M1 activity during motor imagery
was positively correlated to improvements in accuracy in a
precision grip task. The association between M1 activation
during motor imagery with performance changes indicates that
subjects with stronger M1 activation during motor imagery
may benefit more from motor imagery training (Blefari et al.,
2015).
In addition, repetitive mental practice can modulate neural
circuits involved in the early stage of motor skill learning
(Pascual-Leone et al., 1995). Recently, Zhang and coworkers
assessed the resting-state functional connectivity before and after
2 weeks of motor imagery learning (Zhang et al., 2014). Cognitive
and sensory resting state networks in multiple brain systems
exhibited alterations at functional connectivity level after motor
imagery learning.
Today, however, despite the promising effects of MI practice
on skill learning and rehabilitation, the neural mechanisms
underlying this effect are not completely elucidated. The
present study was designed to explore changes in motor cortical
plasticity and excitability induced by MI practice. In different
days participants practiced a motor learning paradigm that
consisted in executing or imagining a sequence of finger-tapping
movements at maximal speed. Plasticity in M1 was induced
by means of PAS protocols in two sets of experiments, testing
long-term potentiation like (LTP) and long-term depression like
(LTD) effects on cortical excitability. We found that MI practice
leads to the development of neuroplasticity, i.e., it affects the
subsequent induction of LTP/D-like plasticity in the human M1.
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Twenty-four, right-handed subjects (12 males, mean age: 23.5
± 2.45 years) participated in this study. All were in good health,
with normal or corrected vision and without any nervous,
muscular or cognitive disorders. Right arm dominance was
determined by means of the Edinburgh Handedness inventory
(Oldfield, 1971). The Participants’ general motor imagery ability
was evaluated by means of the Italian version of the Movement
Imagery Questionnaire (MIQ-R) (Hall and Martin, 1997).
The MIQ-R is an 8-item self-report questionnaire, in which
participants rated the vividness of their mental representations
using two 7-point scales (associated to visual and kinesthetic
imagery): the score ‘‘7’’ means ‘‘really easy to feel/see’’, whereas
the score ‘‘1’’ corresponds to ‘‘really difficult to feel/see’’.
All participants showed good motor imagery abilities (mean
± SD: 47.1 ± 3.2; best score = 56, worst score = 8). The
experimental protocol was approved by the ethics committee of
the University of Genoa and was carried out in agreement with
legal requirements and international norms (World Medical
Association, 1964).
Study Design
Participants were divided into two groups (12 males and
12 females per group) according to the Paired Associative
Stimulation (PAS) protocol they would follow (GROUPPAS25 and
GROUPPAS10) (for details see PAS protocol section). All took part
to a first experimental session designed to test the effect of PAS25
and PAS10 on Motor Evoked Potentials (MEPs). Subjects were
admitted to the subsequent experimental sessions if, in the first
session, PAS10 had led to a decrease (GROUPPAS10) and PAS25
had led to an increase (GROUPPAS25) of MEP amplitudes. Of 24
TABLE 1 | Demographic and baseline TMS characteristics.
GROUPPAS25 GROUPPAS10
Gender (M/F) 5/4 4/5
Age ± S.D. 23.3 ± 2.4 23.7 ± 2.6
First session RMT ± SD 39.5 ± 4.8 42.3 ± 5.7
First session S1mV ± SD 44.4 ± 4.9 46.1 ± 6.7
RMT, resting motor threshold; S1mV, stimulus intensity needed to evoke a MEP of
approximately 0.8−1 mV peak-to-peak amplitude; SD, standard deviation.
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subjects, 18 fulfilled this criterion and participated to the next
experiments: 5 males and 4 females for GROUPPAS25 and 4 males
and 5 females for GROUPPAS10 (see Table 1 for demographic
characteristics).
In the other two sessions, separated by at least 1 week, the
effect of PAS25 or PAS10 on cortical excitability was evaluated
after a physical practice session or a MI practice session. The
order of the two sessions was counterbalanced between the
participants.
MEPs and Input-Output (IO) curve (for details see TMS
parameters section) were measured before and after the physical
practice or MI practice sessions. Immediately after the practice
sessions, the PAS protocol and the subsequent measurement
of MEPs were applied. The experimental protocol is shown in
Figure 1.
Physical Practice and Motor-Imagery Practice
Sessions
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in a quiet room
and wore a sensor-engineered glove (Glove Analyzer System
(GAS), ETT S.p.A., Italy) on their right hand. In the physical
practice session, they were instructed to execute as fast as possible
the followingmotor sequence of fingermovements: opposition of
thumb to index, medium, ring and little fingers. An eyes-closed
paradigm was chosen to avoid possible confounding effects due
to the integration of acoustic and visual information. All the
participants had a short familiarization session during which they
had to realize few trials of the task at a natural velocity. After
3–5 finger sequences, all participants reported being comfortable
with the task. Then, physical practice consisted in performing
as fast as possible 15 blocks of 5 sequences with 10 s rest
between the blocks (total number of finger movements: 300 (4
fingers × 5 sequences × 15 blocks). The MI practice consisted
in imagining the same task. Precisely, participants were asked
to imagine themselves performing the movement (‘‘kinesthetic
imagery’’ or first-person perspective), as they would actually do
(Gentili et al., 2010). They were asked to feel the motion of
their fingers and the contact between the distal phalanx of the
thumb and those of the other fingers. Imagining a movement
in the first person is a necessary condition to engage the motor
system (Stinear et al., 2006). After a short pre-session briefing,
and few trials of mentally simulated movements at a natural
velocity, all participants declared being able to generate mental
movements without difficulties. Participants were continuously
encouraged by the experimenter to increase their movement
speed throughout the training sessions.
To evaluate the effect of physical practice and MI practice on
motor performance, participants performed before the training
session (pre-test) and after it (post-test), one block of 5 sequences
at their maximum speed. Data from glove were processed with a
customized software and the finger movement performance rate
was extracted and expressed in Hz.
All subjects became faster during the training sessions (either
physical practice and MI practice). We quantified the learning
effect by measuring the increase in the value of finger movement
performance rate in the post-test block of 5 finger sequences.
To verify that MI training was really proficient to induce motor
learning, 8 additional right-handed subjects (4 males and 4
FIGURE 1 | Experimental protocol. By means of transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS), we tested the effect of physical practice (physical) and motor
imagery practice (imagery) on corticospinal excitability and on Paired associative
stimulation (PAS) protocol induced effects. Participants were divided into two
groups, each participating in a set of experiments, testing the effect of PAS25
and PAS10 separately. All experiments and sessions of physical practice or
motor-imagery (MI) practice were performed in the morning. MEPs, motor
evoked potentials; IO, input-output curve.
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females, mean age 22.6 ± 4.5 years) were involved in a control
experiment. It consisted of performing two blocks of 5 finger
sequences (separated by a rest period of about 10 min) at their
maximum speed, with the aim of comparing these results with
those obtained with the MI protocol.
TMS Parameters
Single-pulses were delivered using a Magstim 200 stimulator
(Magstim Co., Whitland, Wales, UK) with a monophasic current
waveform connected to a figure-of-eight-shaped coil (external
diameter of each loop, 9 cm) held tangentially to the scalp. The
center of the junction of the coil was placed over the hand area
of the left primary motor cortex (M1) at the optimal position
(hot spot) to elicit MEPs in the contralateral abductor pollicis
brevis (APB), with the handle pointing backwards and ∼45◦
away from the midline. With this coil orientation, the induced
current flowed in an anterior–medial direction approximately
perpendicular to the central sulcus. The optimal coil location
was searched by slightly moving the coil over the left M1
area until MEPs of maximal amplitude and lowest threshold
in the right APB were elicited. The exact coil position was
marked by an inking pen to ensure an accurate positioning of
the coil throughout the experiment. At the beginning of each
experiment, the stimulus intensity needed to evoke MEPs of
approximately 0.8−1 mV peak-to-peak amplitude was defined
(S1mV). This intensity was used to evaluate MEPs changes
before and after PAS protocol, as the reference to record
the IO curve, and to make the PAS protocol (see below).
During the IO curve the intensities of single TMS stimuli
were expressed as a percentage of S1mV intensity. Twelve
MEPs were recorded with 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% (S1mV),
110%, 120%, 130% and 140% stimulus intensities. For each
participant, the peak-to-peak MEP amplitude on single trials
was used to calculate the mean MEP amplitude at each stimulus
intensity.
EMG Recording
EMG was recorded through surface electrodes from the right
APB muscle using pairs of Ag-AgCl electrodes. The EMG signals
were amplified (×1000), filtered with a bandwidth ranging from
10 Hz to 1 kHz, analog-to-digital converted at a sampling
frequency of 2 kHz and fed into a personal computer by means
of the MP100 acquisition system (BIOPAC Systems Inc., Santa
Barbara, CA, USA). Each recording epoch lasted 400 ms, of
which 100 ms preceded the TMS. We cautiously controlled
the EMG activity in real-time during MI training to ensure
that the mentally simulated movements were not contaminated
by muscle activity. Muscle activity in all mental trials was
lower than 10 µV and not different from muscle activity at
rest (p> 0.1).
PAS Protocol
The PAS protocol consisted of electrical stimuli of the right
median nerve at the wrist level paired with single TMS pulses
over the hotspot of the APB muscle area of the left hemisphere
at a rate of 0.25 Hz (Ziemann et al., 2004). The electrical
stimulation was applied through a bipolar electrode (cathode
proximal) using a square-wave pulse (duration, 0.2 ms) at an
intensity of three times the perceptual threshold (Digitimer
D180 high voltage electric stimulator). The TMS was delivered
in the way described above at S1mV stimulus intensity. Two
hundred paired stimulations were applied. For PAS25 the inter-
stimulus interval between peripheral and TMS stimuli was of
25 ms, whereas for PAS10 it was of 10 ms. The former has been
previously shown to induce a long-lasting MEP increase (Stefan
et al., 2000, 2002) and the latter a MEP decrease (Wolters et al.,
2003). Participants were instructed to look at their stimulated
hand and count the peripheral electrical stimuli they perceived
so as to standardize the visual attentional load during the PAS
protocols (Kamke et al., 2012). The MEPs evoked in the APB
were displayed online during the intervention to control for the
correct coil position and stored for off-line analysis.
Statistical Analysis
We checked that variables were normally distributed (Shapiro-
Wilk W test) and that sphericity was respected (Mauchly
tests).
To evaluate motor performance improvements (i.e., increase
in movement rate) induced by practice, we run a three-way
RM-ANOVA (2 × 2 × 2) with PRACTICE (physical and MI)
and TIME (pre-test and post-test) as within-subject factors,
and GROUP (GROUPPAS25 and GROUPPAS10) as between-
subjects factor. Further, Pearson’s correlation was applied to
assess any correlation between individual changes in movement
rate induced by MI practice and individual scores at the MIQ-
R questionnaire. Changes in movement rate were evaluated as
follows: (post-test− pre-test)/post-test× 100).
Increase of movement speed gained after MI training in
GROUPPAS25 and GROUPPAS10 was finally compared with that
obtained in the control group, which performed two blocks
of 5 sequences at their maximum speed with a rest period of
10 min between the blocks, by means of a one-way ANOVA
with the factor GROUP (GROUPPAS25, GROUPPAS10 and control
experiment GROUP) as main factor.
To evaluate the effect of physical practice and MI practice
on IO curves, we calculated the slopes of the IO curves, defined
as the steepness of the linear regression line through the given
data points between 90% and 130% S1mV. IO slope values were
entered in a three-way RM-ANOVA (2× 2× 2) with PRACTICE
and TIME as within-subjects factor and GROUP as between-
subjects factor.
The influence of physical practice and MI practice on
PAS-induced effects was assessed by entering MEPs values
corresponding to the S1mV in a two-way RM-ANOVA (3 × 2)
with SESSION (first session, physical practice, MI practice)
and TIME (before PAS and after PAS) as within-subjects
factors. Because the PAS effect is described relative to the
measures taken before, the choice of baseline MEP, either
before physical-practice or MI-practice, would influence the
statistical results. To control for this we took a conservative
approach: RM-ANOVAs that included the factor TIME were
calculated in two versions. One used the MEPs recorded
after practice (i.e., immediately before PAS) as baseline and
the second used MEPs before practice as baseline. Only
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those results are reported that turned out to be significant
in both versions of the statistics (Rosenkranz et al., 2007).
All the above statistical analyses were performed separately
for the PAS25 and the PAS10 groups. Post hoc analysis of
significant interactions was performed by means of t-tests
applying the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons
when necessary. p-values of 0.05 were considered as threshold
for statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed with
SPSS 13.0.
Results
Motor Performance
Participants physically and mentally performed 300 sequential
finger movements at maximum speed in two separate days.
We found that the rate of execution of sequential finger-
tapping movements significantly increased after both practice
sessions (main effect of TIME, F1,16 = 339.47; p < 0.001).
We found neither a main effect of GROUP (F1,16 = 0.043;
p = 0.83), nor an interaction GROUP ∗ PRACTICE (F1,16 = 1.79;
p = 0.19) or GROUP ∗ PRACTICE ∗ TIME (F1,16 = 0.010;
p = 0.19). However, there was a PRACTICE by TIME
interaction effect (F1,16 = 20.55; p < 0.001). Post hoc
analysis revealed that although both practice sessions were
able to improve motor performance (pre-test vs. post-test;
p < 0.001 for both comparisons), the increase of movement
rate in post-test was higher after physical practice than after
MI practice (p = 0.038). Note that pre-test values were
comparable between physical practice and MI practice (p = 0.93)
(Figure 2A).
Correlation analysis between individual changes inmovement
rate induced by MI practice and individual scores at the
MIQ-R questionnaire showed that the more the subjects were
good imagery performers the more MI practice was effective
in modifying motor performance (r = 0.85; p < 0.001)
(Figure 2B).
Finally, one-way ANOVA showed a main effect of
GROUP (F2,11 = 4.11; p = 0.042) when comparing changes
in movement rate induced by MI and physical practice
with those measured in the control experiment, in which
participants did not perform any type of training. Post hoc
analysis showed that the increase in movement rate was
significantly higher in the MI condition (GROUPPAS25,
14.61 ± 6.2%; GROUPPAS10, 13.54 ± 5.3%) than in
the control experiment (control GROUP, 6.82 ± 3.5%)
(GROUPPAS25 vs. control, p = 0.028; GROUPPAS10 vs. control,
p = 0.040).
Effect of Physical Practice and Motor-Imagery
Practice on IO Curves
Figures 3A–D shows the IO curves obtained in the APB before
and after the physical practice and MI practice sessions in the
two groups of participants (GROUPPAS25 and GROUPPAS10). A
clear difference in IO curves appeared for physical practice only.
ANOVA on the slope data showed a significant PRACTICE by
TIME interaction (F1,16 = 13.85; p = 0.002). Post hoc analysis
revealed that before both practice sessions, the slopes of IO
FIGURE 2 | Behavioral data, showing the rate of execution of
sequential finger tapping movements before (pre-test) and after
(post-test) the different types of training (physical practice and
motor-imagery practice) (panel A). Data of both GROUPPAS10 (left side)
and GROUPPAS25 (right side) are shown. Vertical bars indicate SE. Panel (B)
shows the correlation between individual changes in movement rate induced
by motor-imagery (MI) practice and individual scores at the MIQ-R
questionnaire. Changes in movement rate (Y-axis) were evaluated as follows:
(post-test − pre-test)/post-test × 100) (r = 0.85; p < 0.001).
curves were similar (p = 0.89). IO curves were significantly
steeper after physical practice (p = 0.001), but not after MI
practice (p = 0.86). We found neither a main effect of GROUP
(F1,16 = 3.11; p = 0.097), nor an interaction GROUP ∗ TIME
(F1,16 = 0.08; p = 0.77) or GROUP ∗ PRACTICE ∗ TIME
(F1,16 = 0.54; p = 0.47).
Effect of Physical Practice and Motor-Imagery
Practice on PAS-Induced Effects
Figures 4, 5 show the specific impact of physical practice
and motor-imagery practice on PAS-induced effects. Figure 5A
shows PAS effects on MEPs amplitude for the GROUPPAS25.
ANOVA showed a significant interaction SESSION ∗ TIME
(F2,16 > 7.75; p < 0.004). Post hoc analysis revealed that
on the first session the administration of PAS25 protocol
increased the MEPs amplitude (before PAS25 vs. after PAS25,
p = 0.006). On the contrary, after both physical practice and
MI practice, the PAS25 protocol significantly reduced MEPs
amplitude (for physical practice: p < 0.040; for MI practice:
p< 0.045).
Figure 5B shows PAS effects on MEPs amplitude for
the GROUPPAS10. ANOVA showed a significant interaction
SESSION ∗ TIME (F2,16 > 14.38; p < 0.001). Post hoc
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FIGURE 3 | IO curves measured in the abductor pollicis brevis
(APB) muscle, before and after physical practice (A,B) and before
and after motor-imagery practice (C,D). Data of both GROUPPAS25
(A,C) and GROUPPAS10 (B,D) are shown. Trend lines indicate the linear
fit applied to the range from 90% to 130% S1mV above RMT as
indicated by the shaded area. The slopes of the IO curves are depicted
in the inferior part of each panel (A,D). The slope was estimated from
the linear part of the IO curve between 90% and 130% S1mV above
RMT. Vertical bars indicate SE. Asterisks indicate the level of significance
(* p < 0.05).
analysis revealed that the administration of PAS10 protocol
decreased the MEPs amplitude both on the first session (before
PAS10 vs. after PAS10, p = 0.004) and after physical practice
(p < 0.001), whereas no effect was observed after MI practice
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FIGURE 4 | PAS effects on MEPs amplitude in different experimental sessions (first session, physical practice and motor-imagery practice). Raw
MEPs obtained from two single representative subjects belonging the GROUPPAS25 and GROUPPAS10 are shown.
(p> 0.095). Further, a stronger reduction ofMEPs amplitude was
observed when PAS10 was administered after physical practice
with respect to that induced by PAS10 in the first session
(p = 0.048).
Discussion
In the current study, we investigated M1 plasticity induced
by physical or MI practice. We found that after both practice
sessions, subjects significantly improved their movement speed.
However, we observed an increase in the slope of IO curve after
physical practice, but not after MI practice. Further, there was a
reversal of the PAS25 effect from LTP-like plasticity to LTD-like
plasticity following physical and MI practice. LTD-like plasticity
(PAS10 protocol) significantly increased after physical practice,
whilst it was occluded after MI practice.
Motor Learning by Physical Practice and
Motor-Imagery Practice
In accordance with previous studies (Gentili et al., 2006, 2010;
Avanzino et al., 2009), we found that both physical practice and,
even if to a lesser extent, MI practice, significantly increased
movement speed. Further, individual motor imagery ability
positively correlated with changes in movement rate induced by
MI practice. In other words, the better performers at the MIQ-R
were those who increased more the finger movement rate after
MI practice.
The different amount of learning between physical practice
and MI practice, already observed in previous studies (Gentili
et al., 2006, 2010), might be explained by sensorimotor
mechanisms that operated differently during the two training
methods. Motor learning by physical-practice involves both
motor and sensory processes (Haith and Krakauer, 2013).
Indeed, during physical practice we face the dual challenge
of determining and refining the somatosensory goals of our
movements and establishing the best motor commands to
achieve our ends (Vahdat et al., 2014). The two processes
typically proceed in parallel, and skill acquisition is a reflection
of changes in sensory systems and in the brain motor areas.
On the other hand, mental simulation during MI practice is
generated by internal forward models, which predict the future
state given the actual state and the efference copy of the motor
command (Wolpert et al., 1998). Because state estimation derives
from the forward model alone, the training signal is presumably
less accurate and less precise than during physical training, thus
leading to a less amount of learning. It’s worthy to note that it
has already been reported that the extent of the vividness of a
motor image is associated with the pattern and/or level of neural
activation in motor and related areas (Williams et al., 2012).
Thus, in accordance with our behavioral findings, differences
in learning effect between the two types of training may also
been explained by individual differences in motor imagery
ability.
Effect of Physical Practice and Motor-Imagery
Practice on IO Curve
From a neurophysiological point of view, only physical
practice significantly increased the steepness of the IO curve.
This training-dependent increase in cortico-motoneuronal
excitability is in line with previous studies (Devanne et al., 1997;
Lotze et al., 2003). It may indicate that neurons with higher
threshold to TMS (including neurons located at a longer distance
from the center of the coil) exhibit large excitability changes
after physical training, i.e., that there is an expansion of the
representation area of the APB muscle in M1 (Ridding and
Rothwell, 1999).
Conversely, MI practice did not change the slope of the IO
curve. This finding could be explained by the weaker activation
of the excitatory circuits within M1 during motor imagery. It
has been consistently shown with different neurophysiological
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FIGURE 5 | PAS effects on mean MEPs amplitude in different
experimental sessions (first session, physical practice and
motor-imagery practice) for both GROUPPAS25 (A) and GROUPPAS10 (B).
Data obtained before and after practice and after PAS protocol administration
are shown. Vertical bars indicate SE. Asterisks indicate significant difference
between MEPs before PAS and MEPs after PAS when interaction of
SESSION ∗ TIME was statistically significant (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01).
and neuroimaging techniques that M1 activation is significantly
smaller during imagined compared with actual movements
(Porro et al., 1996; Schnitzler et al., 1997; Fadiga et al., 1998;
Gueugneau et al., 2013). An explanation of this phenomenon
could be the increase or absence of release of the inhibitory
drive over M1 originating from many other cortical areas that
prevents motor execution during mental practice (Pelgrims
et al., 2011; Guillot et al., 2012). Indeed, interactions between
the pre-motor areas, the posterior parietal lobe, and M1 are
facilitatory during actual movements and inhibitory during
imagined movements (Solodkin et al., 2004; Kasess et al.,
2008).
Effect of Physical Practice and Motor-Imagery
Practice on PAS Induced Effects
Physical practice influenced the PAS25 effect by reversing the
LTP-like plasticity towards a LTD-like plasticity and influenced
the PAS10 effect by enhancing the LTD-like plasticity. Our
findings confirm those of previous studies (Ziemann et al., 2004;
Stefan et al., 2006; Rosenkranz et al., 2007), in which it has
been suggested that physical activity reduces the probability for
LTP-induction and increases the probability for LTD-induction.
In our study, the novel finding is that MI practice also lead to
the development of neuroplasticity, as it affected the PAS25- and
PAS10- induced plasticity in M1. This finding further points
out the role of motor-related areas, and especially that of M1,
in motor learning by mental practice (Debarnot et al., 2011;
Pelgrims et al., 2011).
Motor learning by means of MI practice affected the PAS25-
and PAS10- induced plasticity in a different way compared
with physical practice. In particular, whereas the MI training
effect on PAS25 protocol was in the same direction as that of
physical practice; i.e., reversing the LTP-like effect towards a
LTD-like plasticity, when PAS10 was applied after MI training,
we observed an occlusion of LTD-like plasticity. Specifically, after
MI training, PAS10 protocol was unable to induce any change in
MEPs amplitude, neither inhibition nor excitation.
For LTP and LTD induction, the critical variable in
determining the sign of the synaptic modification appears to
be the level of postsynaptic depolarization and the resulting
pattern of postsynaptic increases in Ca2+ levels. A transient
inflow of high amounts of Ca2+ into the neuron triggers LTP,
while LTD is induced by a modest but more sustained elevation
in postsynaptic Ca2+ levels (Kirkwood and Bear, 1995; Bi and
Poo, 2001). However, a moderate postsynaptic Ca2+ elevation
that lasts too short for inducing LTD and is too small for
inducing LTP-like plasticity can result in a plasticity occlusion
(Quartarone et al., 2006).
Theoretical concepts and experimental works on synaptic
modification (Bienenstock et al., 1982; Kirkwood and Bear, 1995;
Toyoizumi et al., 2005) suggest that the threshold for inducing
either LTP or LTD at a synapse depends on the history of synaptic
activity. Following the activity-dependent plasticity model, high
synaptic activity in M1, as it can occur after physical practice
training, makes LTP harder to be induced and LTD easier to
be induced (Bienenstock et al., 1982). We might speculate that
motor imagery practice induced a differentmodulation of theM1
synaptic activity than physical practice. Indeed, during physical
practice, the sensorimotor pathway is strongly engaged and
inhibitory mechanisms are partially involved (Kang et al., 2012;
Shin et al., 2012; Vahdat et al., 2014). Differently, during motor
imagery practice, sensory feedback is not primarily involved
and cortico-cortical inhibition has a functional role in order to
prevent overt movements. Our hypothesis is that the influence
exerted by MI practice on PAS25 and PAS10 plasticity protocol
effects in M1 might depend on the different effect exerted by the
two practice protocols on M1 neural circuits (as demonstrated
by the IO curve results). Indeed, we already discussed that only
physical practice, and not motor imagery practice, significantly
increased the steepness of the IO curve. This could be possibly
due to the involvement of inhibitory circuits in M1, to the
absence of movement-related sensory feedback, and to the lesser
activation of M1 during MI practice than physical practice
(Porro et al., 1996). This may suggest that when we applied the
PAS25 and PAS10 plasticity protocol in the physical practice and
motor imagery practice sessions, neuronal activity in M1 was
differently modulated according to the type of previous training,
thus influencing the LTP and LTD-like plasticity induction in the
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motor cortical representation of the right APB muscle. However,
we are aware that these considerations are still theoretical and
future studies should address the role of GABAergic intracortical
inhibition in motor learning via motor imagery in order to
strengthen our hypothesis.
In synopsis, our findings show that motor learning by means
of MI practice lead to the development of neuroplasticity in the
human primary motor cortex. Further, these results, expanding
the current knowledge on how MI training shapes cortical
plasticity, have a potential impact when this technique is applied
in a rehabilitative setting.
It is worth to note that a recent study showed that, when tested
with TMS, cortico-spinal excitability similarly increased during
voluntary muscular contraction and during motor imagery
combined with functional electrical stimulation and that this
increase was larger than that observed during motor imagery
alone (Kaneko et al., 2014). This finding highlights that when
combined sensory input to motor imagery may be more effective
in modulating M1 excitability than when administered alone. A
possible development of our study might be to investigate M1
plasticity induced bymotor imagery combined interventions that
theoretically may be as effective as physical practice.
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